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TDS
Colour/Type

Blue, Black / Under body and stone chip coating

Areas of usage:

Chassis, wheel-housings and side-skirts of cars, trucks and coaches

Environment:

100% VOC FREE, Hazardous for water, Please refer to MSDS

Packaging:

20 - 60 - 208 Litre containers

PPE:

Wear respirator mask and gloves. Avoid skin contact
Refer to MSDS & COSHH

Storage:

1 year in the unopened original packaging or until expire date
Min/Max temp +10/+30. Protect from direct sunlight & heat

Surface prep:

Clean dust and grease free

Equipment needed:

Airless spray equipment and a pressure of 2-4 bar with 317 Tip.

Tests:

ISO9001. (For further information contact B.I.G International LTD)

Applying/Drying:

Shake before use or stir the product thoroughly

Origin/Manufacture:

B.I.G International NV (Netherlands)
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Useful Information
How to optimise the use of Q-Line® 690B
Applications:
Q-Line® 690B is a 100% VOC FREE, environmentally friendly bitumen based under body and
stone chip coating with corrosion protection and sound deadening properties. After curing Q-Line®
690B has a very durable tough and elastic film, defending the coated surface against aggressive
chemicals and atmospheric, pollution and weathering. Q-Line® 690B can be applied as an anti
corrosion protection across a vast amount of areas including the automotive industry, bus & coach
construction and ship construction.
Method of use:
Shake or stir Q-Line® 690B thoroughly before use. Clean, dry, degrease, dust and remove rust
from the surfaces before applying. Q-Line® 690B can be applied with an air-less system using
a 2-4 bar air-pressure setting and a 317 tip. For best results, spray at a distance of 20 - 30cm.
Depending on the application the product can be thinned with water. Q-Line® 690B can be
sprayed haze free and does not drip. Contaminated surfaces and filthy equipment can be simply
cleaned in “fresh” condition with hot water.
When you apply Q-Line® 690B, it appears blue and will then dry black. This product is not over
paintable. Q-Line® 690B is very effective when used with Q-Line® 290A to produce an underbody
duo layer coating.

IMPORTANT
Q-Line® Are manufactured by B.I.G International LTD. Q-Line® products information are based on laboratory tests and practical
experience. Since the conditions under which the product is used are often outside the control of B.I.G International LTD, we can only
guarantee the product quality, since the result is dependent on the substrate, pre-treatment, temperature, air humidity, application
etc. B.I.G International LTD reserves the right, without notice to change the product and the given data.
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